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Everyone loves coconuts. They are cherished by cultures around the globe, from tiny villages 
in the South Pacific to modern yoga studios of upper Manhattan. Ironically while the coconut’s 
popularity has grown exponentially in recent years, actual knowledge of this incredible plant and 
its many uses has become less and less common.  

Here in Hawaii, where coconuts were once a pillar of sustainability, they are most often regarded 
as landscape plants - symbols of the perfect vacation. Undoubtedly beautiful, their purpose is far 
beyond aesthetic. Coconut palms are incredibly productive plants, living for a 100+ years and 
producing food year round, creating (literally) tons of food.  

They are our MVP’s, our most valuable plants. 
If sustainability was a game and we wanted to win, it would only makes sense to hand the ball to 
our star player. But only once we understand the different types of coconuts, how to open them 
and most importantly how to eat them, can we truly team up with this awesome plant.  

This booklet contains just that - three empowering sections of coconut information to get you 
started on your journey. Saving the world is a fun and delicious task, enjoy!
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The Hawaiian translation for coconut palm is KUMU NUI
Kumu meaning “source” and nui “great”, literally - the great source.

Young nuts were the original bottled drinking water.
Mature nuts became milk, cream and oil.
Leaves were woven into hats, baskets and walls.
Empty shells became bowls, containers and cooking fuel.
Husks were woven into strong ropes and acted as fire starters.
Trunks became lumber, canoes, drums... 
and much much more

Around the world translations for the coconut are similar -
“The tree of life”
“The tree which provides everything necessary for living”
Every culture from the tropics regarded the plant as special, sacred and holy.

The tree was keystone to island sustainability for two reasons -
First because of its incredible number of uses and second because of its unique, 
year round, seemingly endless production cycle.

HISTORY

coconutinformation.com
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Unlike most trees, which fruit only once or twice a year, 
coconut palms produce food YEAR ROUND. Each and every 
moon cycle the coconut puts forth one new flower pod which 
opens and matures into a rack of coconuts. These flowers 
emerge in a spiral pattern, reaching toward the sky.  So when 
you look up at a coconut tree from the ground you see cocos 
of many different ages.

Like looking back through the pages of a calendar, each 
rack of coconuts represents one moon cycle. The younger 
coconuts are towards the top and the older coconuts are 
down below, where they’ve been maturing for up 14 months.

If you took one coconut off each rack and put them
in chronological order you would be able to see 

a full year’s worth of development in one shot.

LIFECYCLE

OLDEST

YOUNGEST
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3 moons

2 moons

1 moon

One coconut taken off of each rack (or flower) on a tree is like looking 
back in time at a lunar calendar. Because coconuts fruit in rhythm with 
the moon we will reference their age in moon cycles or “moonths”. 

6 moons

7 moons

8 moons

9 moons

10 moons

11 moons

5 moons

4 moons

12 moons

13 moons

14 moonscoconutinformation.com
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6 moons
Poppers

7 moons
Jellymeat

8 moons
Spoonmeat

9 - 10 moons
Rubbermeat

11 - 12 moons
Shakers

13 - 14 moons
Brown Coconuts

15- 18 moons
Sprouters

STAGES OF MATURITY
Coconuts vary in flavor, texture and nutritional profile based on their age.
Eaten anywhere from 6 to 13 moonths old, each age has unique properties and is best opened 
with different tools.

Full of clean, pure water the youngest usable age of coconut is excellent for drinking. Low in 
sugar, these nuts are our choice age for refreshment.  At 7 moonths a thin translucent jelly meat 
begins to form on the inside shell. This meat can be the first solid food given to babies. At 8 
moonths the meat thickens to the point where it can be removed using a spoon, excellent for 
adding to smoothies or making coconut noodles.  From 9 to 10 moonths the meat firms up into 
rubbery texture which is excellent smoked, blended or simply eaten straight with lime and salt.

12

Near the end of maturation the water level drops inside a coconut (they are no longer full) and 
rich fats develop in the meat. These are the shakers, perfect for coconut milk making! Coconuts 
reach maturity at one full circle around the sun when the nuts turn a grayish brown and fall 
naturally from the tree. Richest in fat and excellent for oil making, these are the fully developed 
seeds (botanically drupes) of the coconut tree. Given the right conditions they will sprout into a 
baby coconut in just a few months.

13
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Poppers
also called drinkers or young cocos

The youngest edible stage of coconut, poppers or young drinking coconuts have become the 
hottest new drink trend here in Hawaii. Easy to open and wonderfully refreshing, drinking one 
on a hot tropical day can literally bring you back to life. The water inside has the same electrolyte 
balance as blood plasma, making it the perfect isotonic drink.

These coconuts are so full of water that they are actually pressurized (like an over-filled water 
balloon). When opened, an audible pop sound can be heard and water comes shooting out, 
hence the nickname “poppers”. This water is some of the purest you’ll find in the tropics, as it 
has been filtering slowly up the trunk for months before entering the coconut. Nature’s reverse 
osmosis system! The water contains potassium, magnesium, a touch of sugar and vitamins. 

A kinolau (manifestation) of the Hawaiian god Ku, this water is considered holy as it is the only 
water which has never touched the ground. Whether you live in Hawaii or are visiting, opening 
and drinking one should be part of your daily routine. 

Poppers are typically bought in bulk at farmers markets for around $3 each or at roadside stands, 
opened for you, for $5 - $10. 

TIPS
If buying them to take home we suggest buying them “on the rack”, they will keep longer that 
way. Store them in a cool, shaded place, taking one off at a time as needed by twisting until the 
stem breaks free.
 
You can easily identify poppers by using “the knock trick”. Poppers vibrate when knocked 
because they are under pressure, unlike older stages, which make a wood like sound when 
knocked. With a little practice, you can easily learn to identify poppers just by knocking on them.

coconutinformation.com
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Jelly Meat Coconuts
also referred to as “jelly nuts”

Though jelly meat coconuts are just one moon cycle more mature than poppers, the water 
inside is noticeably sweeter. During the first few months of maturation the water inside sweetens 
significantly. Many canned coconut waters sold in stores come from this stage of maturity and the 
popular shaved young Thai coconuts are often of jelly meat age.
 
Because jelly meat coconuts are still young, they have not developed the hard inner shell and 
can also be opened with a coconut key. After drinking or jarring up the water, split it in half using 
a machete. To do this, place the coconut on its side and strike it parallel to the grain, from cap to 
tip. Coconuts have strong fibers - “husks” which run length of the nut, so cutting with the grain 
makes it MUCH easier to split.

Inside you will find a thin layer of meat, with a jelly like consistency hence “jelly meat”, in Hawaiian 
ʻōʻio . Delicate, mild and delicious, this meat can be some of the first solid foods given to babies 
(they love it). For the elderly or anyone with chewing or digestion issues, it is a blessing. 

We love to eat it raw. When processing coconuts for the water you will find you can easily slurp 
down a half dozen. It adds excellent texture blended into smoothies, but our all time favorite 
creation utilizing jellymeat is making vegan oyster shooters.

coconutinformation.com
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Spoonmeat
we call them the “nectar selectors”

One of our most beloved stages, the water inside spoon meat coconuts is at prime sweetness. 
Some varieties even have a hint of a vanilla flavor, the reason our coconut aficionados friends 
refer to these as the “nectar selectors”. Spoonmeat cocos have begun to develop their hard inner 
shell, so a coconut key will no longer suffice for opening them. At this stage of development a 
good machete is needed to break through the inner shell. 

Opening coconuts with a machete is an easy task, but can be intimidating the first time. It’s 
definitely worth the time taken to learn correctly. Once you understand the basics and have a 
little practice you’ll be opening them in seconds.

Upon opening these coconuts you’ll find meat around a 1/8” thick easily removed using a spoon, 
hence “spoonmeat”. Haohao in Hawaiian, this meat is fabulous eaten straight, great for making 
coconut bacon or noodles and is our preferred age for making coconut yogurt.

TIP
It’s important to note that coconuts come in a wide range of colors from greens to yellows, 
oranges, tans, browns and even white. Below are three racks of spoonmeat coconuts from three 
different trees. All are the same age, just different colors.

coconutinformation.com
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Rubber Meat Coconuts
also called “soda”, “fizzy” or “champagne nuts”

The water inside rubber meat coconuts can have a unique effervescence (carbonated bubbly 
taste), hence the reason they are sometimes called soda, fizzy or champagne nuts. The bubbles 
make this age coconut perfect for mixing cocktails.

The meat inside these cocos is thick and rubbery. Traditionally it was eaten raw, with red Hawaiian 
salt and poi. Smoked, this meat makes an incredible vegan jerky. 

In addition to a hard inner shell, rubber meat coconuts also have a well developed husk, so you’ll 
need a good sharp machete to open them. Because the meat inside is thick and strong, a spoon 
will no longer do the job of removing the meat. We recommend using a curved coconut tool, an 
ingenious invention which will save you time and energy.

NOTE
The bubbly taste is often mistaken as a sign of fermentation, yet neither bacteria nor yeast is 
found inside these coconuts. Rather, a vacuum effect has taken place inside and upon opening 
the pressure changes, activating the bubbles.

coconutinformation.comcoconutinformation.com
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Shakers 
also called “milk nuts or ”meat nuts”

Shakers are the almost fully mature seeds of the coconut tree. Called the o`o stage in Hawaiian, 
the meat inside these cocos has now begun to develop their rich, healthy fats. This meat has the 
ideal fat content for coconut milk making, our daily staple and favorite recipe which you’ll find on 
page 45.
 
No longer completely full of water, shakers are the easiest of all ages to identify. 
Hold one up to your ear and shake it, you’ll hear an obvious sloshing sound.

Shakers vary in weight, from heavy to VERY light for their size. The difference in weight is caused 
by the husk drying out and becoming lighter, an adaptation which allows the coconut to float 
across the ocean. The lighter in weight, the older or more mature the coconut. The older the 
coco the richer the fat content of the meat inside.  
 
The traditional and safest way to open a shaker coconut is by “husking”. Husking takes a bit of 
practice to master but is an essential skill to know. 

coconutinformation.com
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Brown Coconuts
also called “Oil Nuts”

Brown coconuts are the fully mature seeds of the coconut tree. They have the highest fat content, 
provide the most calories, nutrition and usefulness of all ages. Oil, biodiesel, soap, baby formula, 
doormats, rope, activated charcoal and many more products are made from this stage of 
coconut.

The easiest of all stages to acquire, brown coconuts are not picked. Instead these nuts drop, 
voluntarily, from the tree when perfectly ripe and ready, just as nature intended. Brown coconuts 
are simply gathered from off the ground, gifts from the tree, with no climbing skills required!

Called the Malo`o stage in Hawaiian, brown coconuts are traditionally used to make coconut 
cream. Uniquely rich in healthy saturated fats (yes fats can be good for you), brown coconuts 
have been feeding the world for thousands of years. People who live in the tropics traditionally 
ate these coconut in some form everyday. Many received up to 60% of their daily calories directly 
from coconut fat and yet they had virtually no heart disease!

Research is showing that this fat has a long list of medicinal benefits including the prevention 
and possibly reversal of Alzheimer’s. We use these coconuts to make coconut cream, oil and ice 
cream.

Brown coconuts have another benefit, in which lies their greatest value. A brown coconut is the 
only stage which is viable as a seed* of the coconut palm. Only brown cocos which have matured 
on the tree for one full year have this ability. Therefore it is incredibly important that some trees 
remain wild or un-trimmed, so they are able produce the offspring for future generations.

* botanically a drupe coconutinformation.com
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Sprouted Coconuts
also called “Sprouters” or “Baby coconut trees”

If a mature brown coconut is given a little time it will sprout into a baby coconut palm. Planted 
well, this sprout can live a hundred years, producing THOUSANDS of coconuts in its lifetime. 

Your children will likely eat from it and your grandchildren as well. Each individual coconut sprout 
has the potential to change our food system. But only if planted. 

Eaten by some, at this time in history we consider these too sacred to feast on. To us, being a 
conscious eater means to be aware of our actions - What is right, what is wrong, what is sacred.  

Eating a sprouted baby coconut may seem like a cool exotic delicacy, but prematurely ending 
the life of such an incredible plant makes it more like the veal of veganism, the shark fin soup of 
health food.

Sowing seeds is to believe in the future. Cultivating, adding to this world, giving back to the land 
which gives so much to us is our duty. By completing the process of planting, harvesting and 
eating we gain a deeper, more genuine understanding of our existence on earth. If you enjoy 
eating coconuts of any age then we highly recommend you experience planting a coconut 
sprout.

coconutinformation.com
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Hemp Nut Milk Bag

Brazilian Coconut key 

Axe

TOOLS

The right tools make working with coconuts infinitely easier. Here’s our quiver, 
7 tools that will save you from frustration, protect your hands from cuts and have 
you whipping out enough coconut dishes to feed your whole neighborhood.

Flexible Spatula

Curved Coconut Tool

Machete

Scraper

coconutinformation.com
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OPENING YOUNG COCOS WITH A

COCONUT KEY
Also called a “popper” or “Brazilian coconut key”. Used to open young coconuts that have not 
yet developed their hard inner shell (poppers and jellymeat stages) this incredibly useful tool 
punctures a perfect hole for drinking or pouring the water. Simple to use, it takes just a few 
minutes to master and once you do, fresh local coconut water is always on tap.

PROCEDURE

Pop off the “cap” by sliding your tool under the cap and prying upwards.
Pierce the key through the top of the coconut, tapping with your hand as needed.
Pull upwards while twisting to remove the “cork”.

TIPS
Though the water inside these coconuts is clear, it dries light brown and will stain clothes. So 
don’t wear your favorite shirt while popping open young coconuts.

Make sure you only open YOUNG coconuts with your key. (We’ve bent dozens of them out of 
shape by trying to over muscle them). If the key has great difficulty piercing or twisting, then the 
coconut is too mature, its inner shell has become too tough to open with the coconut key and 
you will need to use a machete.  

If you don’t have a coconut key on hand you can still access the water using a butter knife, 
though it’s not quite as clean, efficient or graceful as this ingenious tool.

coconutinformation.com
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GUIDE TO USING A

MACHETE
Used to open spoonmeat, rubbermeat and shaker coconuts, a machete can be intimidating in 
the beginning. But once you understand the basics, it’s safe and simple to use. 

PROCEDURE

Hold coco at angle, with your hand on backside of where you’ll be chopping.
Chop down, removing pieces of the husk with each whack until you are through 
the shell and you can see the white meat.
Pierce the meat, pour water into a container and set aside.
Flip coconut over & split in half by chopping firmly parallel with the grain, 
imagine a line from the cap to tip.
Pry apart to access the meat.

TIPS
A sharp, well balanced machete is crucial for efficiency. After trying a few dozen types of 
machetes we’ve fallen in love with the “kukuri” by ka-bar. The blade issue of choice for Marines, 
the kukuri is ergo-dynamic and keeps its sharpness well. Everyone we recommend it to loves it.

When first learning try opening on soft grass. It will give you confidence to swing away and won’t 
dull your blade if you miss. After you get the feel down, graduate to a stump. More comfortable 
than kneeling on the ground, using a stump keeps your coconuts and your blade cleaner. 

Have patience. The first coconut you open with a machete may take you 10 minutes, but with a lil 
practice you’ll be doing it perfectly in seconds!

coconutinformation.com
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PUSH

SLIDE

PEEL

REMOVING YOUNG MEAT FROM SHELL WITH A

SPATULA
It sounds too simple to be listed in this booklet, but the amount of time a good soft spatula 
will save you makes it worth noting here. Ideal for removing the meat from young to middle aged 
coconuts (jelly and spoon meat), this tool will become an indispensable asset in your kitchen. 

Because the spatula bends as you rotate it around the shell you’ll be able to remove the meat 
in one full piece, making cleaning and processing the meat much easier. This is the secret to 
making long coconut noodles and smooth coconut yogurt.

PROCEDURE 

Push spatula firmly between meat and shell.
Slide spatula around circumference until meat is completely separated.

TIPS
After you remove the meat, some traces of the inner shell will remain attached to the meat. 
Remove it using a potato peeler under cold water.

This method is only useful for removing younger meat. Older, firmer rubbermeat will require a 
curved coconut tool.

coconutinformation.com
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HOLD

ROLL

REMOVE OUTER LAYER OF THE COCONUT BY

HUSKING
The traditional way to open older coconuts, husking is a daily chore for many children living in 
the tropics. We learned from an eight year old Fijian girl. If she can do it, so can you. 

You will need a husking stick, anything firm, pointed but not too sharp. A pickax placed in ground 
with pointed end sticking up works well. A pointed branch, even a piece of rebar stuck into the 
ground will also do the job.

PROCEDURE

Stand above husking stick holding coconut with 2 hands, cap pointed down at 45 degree angle.

Push coconut down firmly until stick punctures through husk and taps the inner shell.

Pull coco straight back up, rotate a few degrees and push down again. The idea is to create two 
puncture holes, near the cap a few inches apart, making it easier to tear the first bit of husk in 
next step.

Roll the coconut away from you while holding the husk firmly to the stick with your left hand. 
The section of husk between your two puncture marks will rip off.

Repeat by lifting coconut up, rotating, puncturing, rolling and removing section by section until 
you have removed the whole husk.

coconutinformation.com
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HOLD

TAP

TWIST

CRACKING OPEN HUSKED COCOS AND

REMOVING MEAT

Some cookbooks call for a drill, hammer or worse yet smashing mature coconuts on the ground 
to open them. Yikes! Follow this method for elegance and grace even while using stone age 
tools. You’ll need a palm sized rock to split the husked coconut (back of machete or cleaver 
works too) and a curved coconut tool which will help you to remove the meat quickly and safely.

PROCEDURE

Hold husked coconut with your less dominant hand so three eyes face up. 
Tap firmly around the equator with rock or back (unsharp) side of machete until the coco makes 
an audible “pop” sound. 
Pry open over bowl to catch water.

Slide edge of curved coconut tool between meat and shell. 
Twist handle to remove the meat.

TIPS
To make meat MUCH easier to remove, place halved coconut in the sun like a solar panel for a 
few hours. It shrinks the meat as a whole and upon prying the meat will pop out in one piece!

After you have removed all meat, use sandpaper to smooth the empty shell and keep it as a 
bowl. 

The empty shells can be burned like charcoal, burning hot and clean, excellent for cooking.

 

coconutinformation.com
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SHREDDING MATURE MEAT TRADITIONAL STYLE WITH A

SCRAPER

Hand processing mature coconut meat in this old fashion style is a true labor of love. 
Luckily the time taken is well worth the reward as this method creates the finest most decadent 
shreds, perfect for any recipe calling for coconut shreds. 

In our modern lives, it’s oh-so-easy to forget that electricity is a privilege, not a given. This 
method will literally make you stop, sit down and concentrate. We find it peaceful, humbling and 
meditative.

PROCEDURE

Sit atop coconut scraper with bowl underneath to catch shreds.
Hold halved coconut firmly with both hands.
Scrape coconut meat against serrated edge. 
Rotate the coconut a few degrees every 3 or 4 scrapes so you are not digging a hole in the same 
spot, thus allowing for even removal of the meat along inside of the entire shell.

HOLD SCRAPEcoconutinformation.com
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GUIDE TO USING AN

AXE

Our go-to tool for splitting large mature coconuts in half when time is of the 
essence. Though not as graceful as husking, a sharp, heavy axe will make 
quick work of even the thickest and hardest of cocos to open.

When making big batches of milk or oil we favor this method over husking 
simply because it is so much faster. Efficiency equals more time to go surfing. 

PROCEDURE

Line axe up parallel with the grain.
Raise the axe & drop into center of coco.
Pry apart two pieces.

TIPS
Let the axe do most of the work, there’s no need to swing hard as with a 
machete. Utilizing the weight of the axe makes this method much easier on 
your arm

coconutinformation.com
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Changing the world starts in your kitchen.
Each meal you prepare is a powerful vote for what 
kind of future you want to see. 

Living for a hundred years, always in season, 
free of plastic packaging, full of rich healthy fats - 
Coconuts are the most sustainable plants on earth.

But they won’t cook themselves. 

These recipes are our daily staples, favorites we 
love to make for our family and friends. Whether 
you end up cooking for ten or just adding a touch 
of coconut creme to your daily coffee, we hope 
you find these recipes fun, easy to follow and 
delicious.

RECIPES

coconutinformation.com
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shake it chop scoop blend strain

COCONUT MILK
Homemade coconut milk is ridiculously easy to make and tastes infinitely better than anything 
store bought. It is the foundation upon which many recipes build. It is the secret to perfect soups, 
mouthwatering ice cream, healthy glowing skin and the best coffee drinks of your life. Our recipe 
calls for coconut water in lieu of plain water. The alchemy of combining mature meat with sweet 
coconut water sets this recipe apart. Master it, your taste buds will thank you. 

Makes 1 quart

INGREDIENTS
1 shaker coconut 
water of drinking coconut

PREPARATION
Husk or chop a shaker coconut in half using machete or axe.
Scoop out meat using curved coconut tool.
Rinse meat, place in blender, top with coconut water & blend.
Strain through nutmilk bag, squeezing hard to get all liquid out. 

TIPS
Get yourself a good strong nutmilk bag, it’s worth the investment. After each use wash it 
vigorously with warm soapy water and rinse well. If you live in a humid climate, store your bag in 
the freezer between uses. 

The water temperature needs to be at least 75 degrees for this recipe to work. In cold water the 
oils won’t emulsify, leaving your milk bland and watery. On cold Hawaii mornings you can avoid 
this by heating water on stove for just a minute.

Pour your finished milk into mason jars, filling all the way to the absolute brim. Minimizing the 
amount of air in the jar keeps the flavor fresh and fresh is best.

coconutinformation.com
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COCONUT GRAVY
Rich, savory and filling, this vegan gravy recipe may very well be the secret to happiness. No 
matter how much you make, everyone will want more. Pour it over starches like potatoes, taro or 
ulu, anything you want to up the yum factor in. Serve to your dinner guests as a “pour your own” 
side sauce and watch how fast it disappears.

Makes 1 pint

INGREDIENTS
1 quart coconut milk
1 large onion diced
1 tsp coconut oil
1 tsp veggie better than bouillon 

PREPARATION
Melt coconut oil in pan on medium/low heat. 
Add onions and begin the art of carmelization - slowly browning them by stirring often 
and adding a splash of water every time they look dry or begin to stick to the pan. 
Once onions go golden, add coconut milk and bouillon. 
Simmer for 20 minutes, stirring occasionally, reducing mixture to a thick gravy consistency. 
Serve.

TIP
Start caramelizing your onions about 10 minutes before your guests are set to arrive, so that the 
aroma is thick in the air when they walk in. It sets the tone for a feast.

coconutinformation.com
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COCONUT NOODLES
Coconut noodles are a quick easy snack to whip up that everyone loves to munch on. The 
noodles take on a smoky, almost bacon like flavor and go great in Asian inspired dishes. 
Use them to up the yum factor in vegan sandwiches, wraps, summer rolls and pad thai.

INGREDIENTS
2 spoonmeat coconuts
2 tbsp shoyu 
1 tbsp coconut oil

PREPARATION
Machete open coconuts, set water aside, split in half.
Remove meat using a coconut buddie.
Wash meat under cold water, removing shell residue with potato peeler
Lay meat on cutting board & cut into noodle shaped strips
Put in a hot pan with the coconut oil
Brown noodles on medium high heat, stir as needed
Add shoyu, sizzle for another minute & serve

TIPS
If you don’t have any shoyu, you can substitute braggs liquid aminos or coconut aminos and add 
a pinch of smoked salt.

coconutinformation.com
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COCONUT ULU SOUP
A hearty filling soup you’ll love bringing to potlucks and dinner parties. One batch easily feeds 
ten people. If ulu (breadfruit) is unavailable, you can substitute potatoes or pumpkin.

Feeds 10

INGREDIENTS
1 ulu peeled & cubed
2 quarts coconut milk
1 quart water (or coconut water)
3 onions
2 inches of turmeric root (minced)
heaping tbsp of veggie bouillon
Tbsp of smoked salt
fresh cracked black pepper

PREPARATION
In large pot bring coconut milk, water and ulu to a slow boil.
Caramelize onions and add to pot along with bouillon & turmeric. 
Boil for an hour on medium high heat with lid off, stirring occasionally. 
Take soup off heat for 10 minutes to cool and ladle half into blender.
Blend on high, return to soup pot and stir well.
Ladle into your favorite bowls. 
Top with few cracks of fresh pepper.

TIPS
Try “half blending” your soup. After you finish cooking let cool for 15 minutes, transfer half into 
blender, puree and return to pot with unblended half. This results in a soup that is simultaneously 
creamy and chunky. The best of both worlds.
 
Soups settle into their flavor after a day or two. Take the pressure off your dinner party prep by 
making this soup in advance, storing in fridge and then warming up to serve.

Choose an ulu that is fully mature - plump & firm (not squishy). Greenish yellow, with white sap on 
outside indicates perfect ripeness.

coconutinformation.com
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BUMMER PROOF COFFEE
Are we the only people who think that the bullet proof coffee trend is well, gross? 
Replacing factory farmed dairy with organic cacao butter and fresh coconut milk turns a bummer 
of a breakfast drink into a frothy and freakin delicous way to start your day.

Makes 2 mugsfull

INGREDIENTS
8 oz of your homemade coconut milk
8 oz of dark coffee or espresso
1 tbsp coconut sugar
1/2 tsp cacao butter

PREPARATION
Put all in blender.
Blend on high for 10 seconds.
Drink.
Crush your day.

TIP
High quality coffee and cacao butter MAKE this recipe. Our favorites are Maui Mokka coffee 
beans and Wild Food’s brand cacao butter, check them out!

coconutinformation.com
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COCONUT ICE CREAM
Not long after you’ve made your first batch of coconut milk you’ll realize you are holding the 
secret ingredient to the world’s best ice cream. For the smoothest texture use TRUE coconut 
cream - Make two quarts of coconut milk, set in fridge allowing to separate into layers, the top 
layer is the cream. Delicately pour this off to use.

Makes 4 bowls of ice cream

INGREDIENTS
3/4 quart coconut cream  
3 dates
pinch of salt

PREPARATION
Pour cream into blender, leaving water behind.
Add dates, salt and flavorings of your choice.
Blend on high for 10 seconds.
Pour mixture into ice cream maker, turn on.
Once ice cream texture is achieved scoop and serve in your favorite bowls.

TIPS
Be careful who you invite over for this dessert, they will come back again and again and again.
Be creative, any flavor you dream up can come true.
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COCONUT YOGURT
For thousands of years people around the world have enjoyed the taste and benefits of 
probiotic foods. Probiotics are living foods, rich in beneficial bacteria which aid digestion and are 
responsible for a healthy gut. One of the most well known probiotics is yogurt. Here in Hawaii we 
are blessed to have an abundant and awesome alternative to dairy yogurt.

Makes 1 quart

INGREDIENTS
2 spoonmeat cocos
1 tsp yogurt starter of your choosing - a probiotic pill opened, 
contents poured out or scoop of your favorite non dairy yogurt.

PREPARATION
Open cocos, drain water & set aside.
Remove the meat using a plastic spatula.
Rinse and shave off remnants of the inner shell with a potato peeler, 
this makes your yogurt extra smooth :)
Place meat in blender with 2 oz of coconut water. 
Blend meat adding water as needed until mixture takes on a smooth consistency. 
Pour mixture into glass or ceramic bowl & stir using a non metal spoon.
You have just started your first yogurt culture!
Cover the bowl with a cheese cloth or nut milk bag & place in a warm room ~75 degrees. 
Let sit for 24 hours.
After 24 hours taste your batch, it should have that classic yogurt tang.
Top with fruit of the season and enjoy!

TIP
Your yogurt mixture is alive. If you want to store it for later we recommend putting into a mason 
jar and keeping in the fridge, LEAVING LID LOOSE (don’t completely tighten). This way air can 
escape as the fermentation continues without exploding.
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COCONUT GREEN JUICE
You don’t need a fancy juicer to make epic green juice. A blender, nutmilk bag and one drinking 
coconut will do a fantastic job juicing greens. After trying this recipe for the first time our favorite 
juice bar owner exclaimed - “that’s the best juice I’ve ever had”.
We told her we would quote her on that someday.

Makes 1 quart 

INGREDIENTS
water of 1 young coconut
1 orange peeled & halved
5 leaves of kale, destemmed
2 sprigs of parsley
1/2 cucumber
squeeze of lime

PREPARATION
Put greens & fruit into blender pitcher, packing all way down.
Cover contents with coconut water.
Blend on high for 30 seconds.
Pour through a nutmilk bag to strain out the pulp.
Serve over ice.

TIPS
You can make green juice out of ANYTHING, substitute whatever you have on hand. Fresh is 
always best! The flavor of greens that were in the ground just minutes before is something you 
have to taste to believe. 

If you don’t have space to plant a garden, occupy your local farmers market to bring home the 
freshest organic greens possible.
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COCONUT FLOUR
After making your coconut milk, you’ll find yourself with an abundance of left over coconut fiber. 
To utilize this edible byproduct simply dehydrate and store. You can use this flour when making 
cookies, breading or feeding to animals. 

At our farm pizza made with paiai (hand pounded taro) is a weekly staple. Utilizing coconut flour 
when rolling out the dough elevates this meal to the highest caliber - 100% locally sourced.

INGREDIENTS
Pulp from coconut milk you just made

PREPARATION
Place coconut fiber onto dehydrator sheets.
Dehydrate at 135 degrees for 24 hours.
Blend or food process to fine consistency.
Jar & store.

TIPS
Be sure to FULLY dehydrate before storing.
Store in freezer for extended shelf life.
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PINA COLADA
There was once a time when tropical cocktails were always fresh and ingredients were always 
locally sourced, some call that time “the good old days”. We call it 5 o’clock. 

Homemade coconut creme makes this recipe extra frothy, a true tip-of-the-hat to the original 
vacation cocktail. Cold & creamy, a fresh pina colada is the perfect way to toast a hot tropical day. 

Makes 4 cocktails

INGREDIENTS
1.5 cups coconut creme
1.5 cups ripe pineapple (diced & frozen)
2 cups ice
3oz lime juice
Tbsp of coconut sugar
8 oz high quality rum

PREPARATION
Place pineapple chunks in freezer.
Allow ample time for them to freeze.
Dissolve sugar into lime juice.
Place all ingredients into blender.
Blend on high until smooth and frothy.
Cheers.

TIPS
Plan on calling an uber, it can be tough to stop drinking these.
If rum doesn’t do it for you, sub vodka and call them chi chi’s.
For a virgin version omit the liqueur and sub coconut water.
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COCONUT OATMEAL
Changing the world takes a full belly. There are trees to be planted, weeds to be pulled, cocos 
to be chopped. Never leave the house on an empty stomach. Coconut milk adds richness and 
flavor to this classic. This quick, hearty breakfast could become your daily staple. 

Makes 2 servings

INGREDIENTS
2 cups coconut milk
1 cup oatmeal
tsp of coconut sugar
pinch sea salt

PREPARATION
Pour milk and oatmeal into pot. 
Simmer on low heat. 
Stirring occasionally until liquid is absorbed. 
Add sugar & salt.
Let cool for few minutes before serving.

TIPS
Wonderful plain, you can also pair with yogurt and top with fresh berries.
Stir in almond butter, maca, vanilla, cacao... anything delicious.
Sky’s the limit.
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COCONUT LIME TROPSICLES
A gift from our friends at Maui Tropsicles, this refreshing (and hearty) twist on a traditional 
Popsicle will keep both adults and kids happy on hot tropical days.

Makes a dozen tropsicles

INGREDIENTS
3 cups spoon or rubbermeat
3 cups coconut water
1 quart coconut milk
1/2 cup coconut sugar
1 tsp coco extract
¼ cup fresh lime juice
2 tsp lime zest

PROCEDURE
Put spoon meat & coconut water into blender & puree until smooth. 
Pour into ice cube trays and freeze.
Once frozen add 4 cups of these coconut creme cubes into blender.
Add organic sugar, coconut extract, lime zest & lime juice.
Blend until smooth.
Pour into popsicle molds & place into coldest freezer possible. 
Let freeze overnight.

TIPS
To remove from molds, put warm water in a container large enough to submerge the sides of the 
mold into. 

If possible opt for organic limes. Nobody wants pesticides in their zest.

If the freezer is not cold enough or mix isn’t super cold to begin with, large ice crystals will form 
inside the Popsicle. They will still taste great but to get the smoothest popsicle available be sure 
to freeze them quickly :)
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VIRGIN COCONUT OIL
Coconut oil is the apex of coconut products, but not all is created equal. Most oils you’ll find at 
stores have been heated, losing their raw medicinal value. This traditional recipe was taught to us 
by villagers on a remote island in Fiji. There the oil is used as medicine for both skin and internal 
ailments.

Makes 2 quarts

INGREDIENTS
30 brown coconuts

PROCEDURE
Husk & split brown coconuts.
Scrape meat into large bowls.
Pour warm water over shredded meat & mix thoroughly together.
Grab meat with your fists and squeeze out liquid, set dry pulp in your hand aside.
Continue wringing out every last drop of liquid.
Transfer mixture into large container & set in warm room (above 75 degrees).
Wrap a blanket around the container to retain heat through the night. 
Let sit for 24 hours.
Do not open or shake the contents during this process.
Upon opening your container you will find 4 layers. 
The top is a fermented coconut “cheese”. 
Patiently remove the cheese by skimming surface with a large spoon & set aside.
Take extra care not to mix layers.
Below is your virgin coconut oil, carefully ladle out (pictured).

FILTERING
You can re-purpose a plastic soda bottle into a filter by simply cutting off bottom, flipping upside 
down and stuffing neck with cotton. Place this device onto a glass container and fill with your oil. 
The oil will drip slowly through the filter.

TIPS
To maximize your oil’s quality start with great coconuts. Nuts grown near the ocean in hot 
climates have the richest oil content. Age the cocos in hot dry place 1 - 4 months to further 
concentrate oils.
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There has never been a better time in history than NOW to plant a coconut tree. 

Coconuts are multi generational plants and it’s likely your efforts will feed your kids, your kid’s 
kids and even their grandkids. With that in mind it is wise to consider a few factors before 
running out with your shovel!

Cocos are large, long term plants, so choosing the right location is extra important! Pick a 
spot where it can go up, staying away from power lines and views you wish to keep. Eventually 
coconuts will be falling out of the tree, so stay clear of heavily used paths, driveways and parking 
spots. Play it safe, the fewer problems the less likely someone will cut it down in the future.  

1) Clear away any weeds & loosen the soil by digging yourself a good hole. 
2) Mix in some compost, few handfuls of beach sand. Sprinkle a shovelful of ash from your last 
bbq (full of potassium). Stir well. 
3) Hawaiian tradition was to bury an octopus at the bottom, the arms symbolized strong roots & 
indeed the nutrients would nurture the young plant. Kelp or any ocean based fertilizers will work 
well too! 
4) Place your baby coconut tree ABOVE ground by simply setting it in place, upright and straight. 
5) Mulch with wood chips, cardboard, lawn trimmings or all the above.

 
Water well. 
You’ll be amazed how fast it will grow.

PLANTING GUIDE
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Dedicated to the most beautiful woman on earth,
(who also happens to be the most talented chef I know)

an endless spring of inspiration and encouragement - 
Kat, you are like a coconut tree - always in full bloom, 

giving, beautiful and strong. Love you to the moon.

And to my family for their non-stop support.
Mooma, Mom, Dad, Jamie, Kasey and Niccolo.

Love you each so much..

Huge thanks to my incredible photographer friends,
whose talent and generosity made this booklet possible.

(in order of appearance)

      Bailey - @baileyrebeccaroberts 
      Alexa - @coconutfairy
      Amber - @ambervisionphoto
      Storm - @ehukai_yoga
      Matt - @mriccio20
      Kat - @choicehealthbar
      Ellen - @ellenfisher
      Sophie - @ the_ecological_celtic_one
      Alexa - @mauitropsicles
      Kailea - @harnessyourbreath

Major thanks are also due to my coconut climbing friends -
Samson & Tyler of Coconut Kuleana and Alex Pinsky of Maui Coconut Care.

Thank you for introducing me to this incredible plant.
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Of all the ways we interact with the planet, 
Food is the most intimate, necessary and significant.
What we eat affects our bodies and our landscape.

Endlessly productive, coconuts contain water balanced with electrolytes, meat rich in protein and 
the healthiest fat found in nature. No other plant on earth comes close to giving such abundance. 

Once you’ve tasted the flavor of fresh homemade coconut milk, 
You’ll never be able to go back to cans or packages. 
Working directly with the tree is the way nature intended it.

Yet even here in Hawaii, few of us open, cook or use fresh coconut on a regular basis. Why? 
Perhaps because this strange plant is such a tough nut to crack.
If that’s what has been holding you back - get ready.
You are about to enter a whole new realm of food possibilities.

designed & printed in Hawaii
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